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 Taj Mahal said it's an incredible 
honor for Memphis to honor him and 
to stay with his music career for so 
long. "It's opened up and so many 
more youngsters are out there today," 
Mahal says. "I'm not going to mention 
all of their names, but there are quite 
a few of them. It's about 50 of them 
coming along real good. That's where 
my excitement is at the moment — in 
the future. It is bright, so bright it needs 
to be wearing shades. I just can't tell 
you. It'll be (Thursday) morning when 
I realized this has happened because 
this is amazing." 
 With a career spanning six 
decades of making music as a musician, 
vocalist, composer, band leader, and 
multi Grammy Award winner, Taj Mahal 
is still going strong.  
  Taj is a towering musical 
figure––a legend who transcended the 
blues not by leaving them behind, but 
by revealing their magnificent scope to 
the world. 
 If anyone knows where to find 
the blues, it’s Taj. A brilliant artist with 
a musicologist’s mind, he has pursued 
and elevated the roots of beloved 
sounds with boundless devotion and 
skill. Then, as he traced origins to the 
American South, the Caribbean, Africa, 
and elsewhere, he created entirely new 
sounds, over and over again. 
 “The blues is bigger than most 
people think,” he says. “You could 
hear Mozart play the blues. It might be 
more like a lament. It might be more 
melancholy. But I’m going to tell you: the 
blues is in there.” - BMO By Jack Sullivan

TAJ MAHAL
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“What inspires me most about 
my career is that I’ve been 

able to make a living playing the 
music that I always loved and 
wanted to play since the early 50s,” 
Mahal says. “And the fact that I still 
am involved in enjoying an exciting 
career at this point in time is truly 
priceless. I’m doing this the old 
fashioned way, and it ain’t easy. I 
work it and I earn it.  My relationship 
with my audience has been fun, with 
great respect going both ways!"  
 "I am extremely lucky to have 
fans who have listened to the music 
I choose to play and have stayed 
with me for 50 years. These fans 
have also introduced their children, 
grandchildren, and in some cases 
great-grand children to this fabulous 
treasure of music that I am privileged 
to represent. It’s very exciting, to 
say the least. “Like ancient culture,” 
he adds, “the people are as much 
a part of the performance as the 
music. Live communication through 
music, oh yeah, it’s right up there 
with oxygen!”
 The Maestro was honored with 
a star in the sidewalk of the Historic 
Orpheum Theatre in Memphis on 
May 4, 2022. The Orpheum Theatre 
Group and the Blues Foundation 
partnered for the star installation. 
Former Blues Foundation Executive 
Director Jay Sieleman (pictured left) 
was on hand for the unveiling of the 
star and was instrumental in helping 
to make this happen for Taj Mahal. 
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JUDITH BLACK
President & CEOPresident & CEO

 By Art Tipaldi
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“Music is the heart and soul of Memphis. Memphis, like its music, is an 
anthology of fun times, joyful occasions, cultural strife, heart-wrenching pain, 
and heightened awareness. Memphis music is groundbreaking, earthshaking, 
and breathtaking. There may be other music towns, but Memphis is the soul of 

American music.”
– Judith Black, Blues Foundation President and CEO

  On January 1, 2022, The Blues Foundation appointed Judith Black 
as the Foundation’s new President and CEO. Judith, a lifelong resident of 
Memphis, takes the helm as the Foundation’s eighth President and CEO (the 
first four held the title of Executive Director). 
   Her journey to this post is a meaningful combination of honoring her 
family’s strong legacy and her own commitment to service. “The blues is in 
my DNA. My father, who lived to be 100 years old (he would have been 106 
on March 20th), spent much of his life and my childhood writing and teaching 
about the blues and its history. Dad’s recollection of blues history went nearly 
as far back as the beginning of blues itself.
  “The music that filled the house when my dad was home was blues 
music. I got to play my music only when he was gone. He even had a Victrola 
with the thick blues albums. He would wind up the Victrola and play it, and we 
would have to listen to this music that sounded like it was fading away and 
whining. I was fascinated by the process to play these big thick records more 
than the actual music, but I would listen to the songs and listen to my dad talk 
about each song.
  “In contrast to that, Dad also owned the state-of-the-art sound system
of the ‘70s and ‘80s. Our home had an intercom system with a speaker in 
every room. Dad would crank up the volume on his stereo which had massive 
three-foot tall speakers and the blues flooded our home both through the 
intercom and the ceiling while he was in his upstairs music sanctuary. So, 
whether I liked it or not, blues music was literally the soundtrack of my early 
childhood life.
  



“Along with that, I had to listen to my dad’s stories explaining the messages 
within the lyrics and phrases and what was going on in the world including in 
the cotton fields where this music emerged.”
  Those historical perspectives that captured the essence of the blues are 
deeply ingrained within Judith’s vision for The Blues Foundation. “If we don’t 
understand history, we are subject to repeat the mistakes of the generations 
before us. Most enthusiasts know the history of the genre. However, knowing 
and understanding are two different things.
  “When you truly understand something that you appreciate, you develop 
empathy. Having empathy for the people who are the legacy of the blues genre 
results in respecting, embracing, and uplifting the music, its culture and its 
history in ways that not only honor the past but opens doors to welcome the 
future. It includes a sensitivity to pain points and a willingness to not just listen, 
but to share the reigns, the stage, the benefits, and the gains.”
  To accomplish this general vision requires a balanced approach from 
the top. Judith says, “I have been called diplomatic, innovative; I enjoy talking 
to people and, like my Dad, I am a story teller. I am good at bringing ideas 
together; creating collaborations; leading partnerships and developing ways 
to reach diverse groups. When I recognize work talent, I like placing people in 
roles where they can shine.”
 Judith does not just come to The Blues Foundation with her father’s love 
of the blues; she comes to the post with an impressive 30+ year resume of 
work in various sectors of the Corporate and Memphis non-profit community. 
“With seven years in corporate, working for International Paper, I bring 
extensive corporate training to The Blues Foundation. Quite often, non-profits 
lack the resources to offer employees the level of
training that for-profits can afford to provide its employees. I am grateful to 
have had this training prior to my non-profit positions.
  “Much of my organizational leadership understanding stems from the 
amount of time I was required to spend in corporate training classes and the 
requirement to apply this training to my work while in corporate.
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Backed by a 24-karat blues band, the 
Texas blues treasure glimmers brightly

on her eighteenth studio album!
Pre-orders begin February 18.

www.trudylynn.com           @trudylynnbluessinger
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20th Anniversary Reissue“On the other hand, there are many nuances in the nonprofit sector that are 
not factors for corporations. If you do not understand these nuances, your 
organization could land in a great deal of trouble.”
  After International Paper, Judith’s other experiences include serving as 
Director of External Affairs at the Memphis Brooks Museum of Art. “I was there 
for the centennial celebration of the Brooks Museum. I was responsible for 
its centennial marketing and rebranding. I am responsible for the museum’s 
tagline: Art from Everywhere...An Experience for Everyone.”
  She left an indelible mark in her 15-year stint as Director of 
Communications at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. “I was at St. Jude 
for 15 years and led the communications department which was responsible 
for promoting the hospital’s scientific advances and clinical achievements. I 
was part of the team that launched the acclaimed Thanks and Giving campaign 
which begins on The Today Show each year and continues with fundraising ads 
featuring celebrities throughout the holiday season.”
  Judith also worked at the National Civil Rights Museum, where she 
was Director of Marketing and Public Relations. “At the National Civil Rights 
Museum, one of the most exciting roles hosting the late President Nelson 
Mandela when the museum brought him to Memphis for the Freedom Awards.”
  And then there is her work as co-founder and President of the Tarik 
Black Foundation. Tarik Black, who made his name on the basketball courts 
of Memphis, Kansas, and the NBA, is Judith’s son. Founded in 2017, the 
Foundation provides young people access to practical information and 
exposure through real world experiences. Judith’s headed the Foundation for 
her son, overseeing all operations, grants, fundraising, and programs, including 
the brand launch of “Taking Back the Future.”
  “Sprinkled with my stints in public education, banking, and public works, I 
have a great deal of important experience at this point in my career to offer The 
Blues Foundation.”
  It is within this multi-faceted framework that Judith comes to The Blues 
Foundation. Thus, she comes with day-to-day plans for today and visionary 
plans for tomorrow. 
  



“One area in particular is membership incentives. Incentives must offer added 
value to becoming a member. If we want to attract a younger demographic, the 
incentives have to be things they value. I have some concepts in the making 
for enhancing the tour experience, as well. I would like to include academic, 
anthropology, and scholarly programs for people who are interested in digging 
deeper into circumstances that inspired the music.” 
  And Judith is committed to embracing technology’s role in The Blues 
Foundation’s future expansion and reach. “Streaming, streaming, streaming. 
Streaming the BMAs, Streaming the IBCs, streaming mini concerts, and 
streaming in person events giving artists the chance to be experienced by an 
broader audience via streaming concerts. There should be a platform for virtual 
tours of the Hall of Fame. I can see us providing webinars in the future that 
provide online resources for training for Blues Societies.”
  Through it all, Judith’s mandate for The Blues Foundation can be boiled 
down to these two simple goals. “First, is continuing to cultivate an organization 
that celebrates the blues by moving forward with every fan, artist, and 
contributor to the genre feeling appreciated, respected, and embraced.
  “Next, I want to see us preserve the integrity of the art form by ensuring 
no matter how the sound evolves, blues music remains fundamentally rooted in 
its history. To ensure this means that as we create links to younger audiences, 
we make teaching its history a priority. By doing so, while the blues flourishes 
with the future, the genre remains rooted in its storied past.”
 But in talking with Judith, the conversation always circles back to a 
house filled with every aspect of the blues and a father who loved this music 
as fervently as any of us. So, when she was contacted to become a candidate, 
there were never any qualms. “My dad’s legacy is the only reason I considered 
and decided to pursue and accept this role. Considering my childhood and my 
love for my dad, there was no way I could turn away from the opportunity. I feel 
it is destiny. I know my dad would want me to be here to – in a sense – carry 
on his work. So, I guess you could say that my mission here runs even deeper 
than The Blues Foundation’s mission. My mission also includes making W. J. 
Williams [Dad] proud.” - BMO
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
BIG AL & THE HEAVYWEIGHTS
Love One Another
VizzTone

Based in New Orleans, affable drummer Big Al 
Lauro has been leading various editions of his 

Heavyweights since he formed the band in 1998. Love 
One Another is their VizzTone debut, and their seventh 
album overall. I saw the band for the first time in 2001 
when the band included harmonica wizard Jason Ricci. I 
have seen the band several times since, but not with this 
impressive current edition.
  The tight, versatile, and seasoned unit is comprised of 

guitarist/vocalist/chief songwriter Marcel Anton, keyboardist/vocalist Wayne Lohr, 
and bassist/vocalist Mark Parsons. Twelve of the 14 originals were composed or 
co-composed by Anton. The tunes are an eclectic mix of blues, funk, R&B, rock, 
and zydeco with broad appeal; two tunes are on the mellow side, the Southern 
soul ballad “Guardian Angel” that implores a guardian angel to intervene in a 
romantic pursuit and the poignant dirge “Hurricane” (penned by Lohr, a member of 
the Louisiana Music Hall of Fame) that mentions several hurricanes that ravaged 
Louisiana.
  Two other tunes with distinctively Louisiana titles are “Wild Tchoupitoulas,” 
which is not about the famous Mardi Gras Indian tribe but a rocker about a hot-
tempered, “bayou bred” woman, “a mean alligator looking for a fight” and “Zydeco 
Love” featuring fiddler Gina Forsyth; the tune is based on the infectious riff from 
1965’s “Boo-ga-loo” by one hit wonders Tom & Jerrio, a groove used by numerous 
zydeco bands and usually performed as an instrumental. 

The party gets started with the hard-rockin’ life affirming title track with a 
timeless theme that features guest guitarist Luther Dickinson of the North Mississippi 
All Stars and the aforementioned Ricci who also contributes a vibrant solo to the 
R&B shuffle “What Can I Say” that is sandwiched in between equally vibrant solos 
by Lohr and Anton. I enjoyed all the tunes and all feature ample solos by virtuosos 
Anton and Lohr. Big Al and the Heavyweights compare favorably to the Nighthawks 
who also recently joined VizzTone. Fans of variety will want to seek out Love One 
Another and catch the band live when they can.
  Thomas J. Cullen III

www.rufrecords.de

www.ampeddistribution.com

“Bernard’s virtuoso guitar 
chops are dynamic and raw 
with hints of Hendrix and 
Johnny Winter, with his own 
unique style at the forefront.” 

Rock & Blues Muse

BERNARD ALLISON
HIGHS & LOWS
RUF 1294

KATIE HENRY
ON MY WAY

 RUF 1293

“One of the many attributes 
that oozes from those amazing 

vocal chords of Ms. Henry is 
soul. Passionate soul, like only 

few singers can produce.” 

Blues Highway
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
BUBBA AND THE BIG BAD BLUES
Drifting
Blind Raccoon

Christopher Clerc, aka Bubba, has been a 
musical fixture in the Southern California 

music scene for 30 years and has performed with 
too many talented musicians to list. His current 
traveling band includes IBC award winning 
bassist Doug “Mug” Swanson, keyboard player 
Sammy Avila, 18 year veteran of Walter Trout’s 
band, and world touring drummer Jason “JR” 
Lozano.
  Drifting is a 12-song treat that was produced 
by drummer Tony Braunagel from the Phantom 

Blues Band and includes three other players from that roster among the 13 
musicians and two locales in which this CD was recorded. Armed with a vintage 
Gibson ES-5 big bodied guitar, Bubba takes this instrument along with his 
vocals through a whole range of pleasing sounds. It was ear candy in “She’s 
Your Problem” to hear the line, “She snores like a flat head Ford!” The title cut, 
“Drifting,” offers up the sweetness of the Phantom Blues Band’s horns along 
with the late Mike Finnigan’s haunting organ as Bubba sings tenderly and 
caresses his guitar among its lower registers, occasionally reaching higher 
notes in a pensive rendering of his words. All songs are enjoyable and Paul 
Weller’s “Amongst Butterflies” is one of the several stand-out cuts with its full 
lush sounds and his soulful vocals. “I Own The Road” is a rocking descriptive 
rant about the oblivious-to-others drivers in the L.A. area, but should also 
resonate in any locale where our readers reside. Even Bubba’s guitar sounds 
angry on this cut as it inter-plays with Rick Solem’s percussive piano. Cleverest 
line is, “I’m calling all my friends that my wife hates as it’s time for me to lose 
these blues” in response to a litany of life’s and everyday’s troubles in the aptly 
named “Lose These Blues.”
  Closing out Drifting is the sweet “My Love” in which a high capoed acoustic 
guitar complements Bubba’s plaintive vocals about a lost love. This is a well-
produced well played/sung CD and deserves a vaunted spot in your blues 
library. Enjoy!
  Pete Sardon



A L B U M  R E V I E W
DAVID LUMSDEN
Rooted In The Blues
Self-released 

A familiar story: guitarist David Lumsden’s 
love of the blues was triggered by his 

exposure to the 1960s and 1970s British blues 
of Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck, and John Mayall. 
From there, he was led to the music of Jimi 
Hendrix, and thence back to U.S. pioneers of 
the genre. He has remained a blues rocker at 
heart, as confirmed by his stint from 2011 to 
2017 as guitarist for Hurricane Ruth LaMaster.
  Rooted In The Blues,” his second album with 
his own band, finds Lumsden in good form. He is 
supported by drummer Jim Engel, bass guitarist 
Gary Davis, and keyboard prestidigitator Tim 

Bahn on an excursion through ten songs, three of them originals. In the 
process, Lumsden demonstrates that he may be most comfortable proffering 
blues rock, but is capable of branching out successfully.
  One example is “Your Memory,” written by Greg Pasenko; it’s a beautiful, 
pensive instrumental with Lumsden and guest Andon Davis wielding acoustic 
guitars as Bahn deploys organ and piano backing.  Another instrumental of 
note is “Ode to Jimi a/k/a Slow Burn,” co-written by the band and Hurricane 
Ruth; Hendrix would have appreciated it. “Runaway (Blues Train),” yet a third 
instrumental, is an unfettered rocker with Lumsden excelling on guitar and 
guest Chris Camp displaying his skill on harmonica. A fourth instrumental, 
“Josie” by Steely Dan, ventures into jazzy funk territory, with more tasty Bahn 
licks.
  Not everything works perfectly, as exemplified by covers of two classic 
tunes: Lieber and Stoller’s “Hound Dawg” and Memphis Slim’s “Everyday I 
Have The Blues.” Each is presented as a shuffle, and both reveal the limitations 
of Lumsden’s vocals: the former track lacks the power and spirit of versions 
by Big Mama Thornton and Elvis Presley, and the latter track lacks the smooth 
crooning of Slim, B.B. King, and many others.
  Lumsden’s singing is fine, though, for several other tunes, and his fervid 
string mastery is a pleasure. Let’s hope he keeps the promise of one of my 
favorite tracks, the opener: “I Wouldn’t Lay My Guitar Down.”
  Dan Stevens  

JULY 16+17 2022
ADVANCE TIX $38/DAY-$63/WEEKEND • ADVANCE TIX SALES END MONDAY JULY 11, 2022 • TIX AT THE GATE $45/DAY-$75/WEEKEND

FESTIVAL HOTLINE 207.691.2248 • NORTHATLANTICBLUESFESTIVAL.COM

HARBOR PARK in 
ROCKLAND MAINE



A L B U M  R E V I E W
MARK NOMAD
All One
Blue Star Records

Pictured sitting on a stool on a porch holding 
a National Tricone Resonator guitar with 

a harp on a rack around his neck, Singer/
Songwriter Mark Nomad recorded All One’s 11 
songs in the mysteriously credited “Completely 
live, some place, some time.” Chicago born and 
bred in the blues, he founded a Connecticut 
group in the ‘70s called Little Village, in homage 
to Sonny Boy Williamson II’s not-suitable-for-
airplay song from his 1969 LP Bummer Road. 
Ry Cooder, John Hiatt, Nick Lowe, and Jim 
Keltner also formed a Little Village band in 1992 
with the same inspiration for their group’s name. 

  A Massachusetts resident now, Nomad displays a deft touch on his 
Resonator guitar and his vocals are phrased as if they were conjoined twins 
with his instrument in their timbre. His harp playing, in the first position, is 
a pleasant accompaniment to his songs, and an occasional whoop from the 
small audience at this intimate recording validates his talent. The opening 
song, “My Mind Gets To Wandering” starts off with his slide work while other 
songs reveal his talented finger picking skills. He nails the slide precisely on 
the two Mississippi Fred McDowell songs, “You Got To Move” and “My Trouble 
Blues” that each elicited more applause. The title cut, “All One,” is saved for 
last and is worth the wait with his voice offering a delicate intimacy to the 
words as his harp blows sweetly and the guitar played gently as he sings, “So 
I take this blues all alone, and make this blues for my own, and I ache with 
this blues now that she’s gone, alone means all one.” His seven original tunes 
are complemented by Willie Dixon’s “Mellow Down Easy,” the two McDowell 
songs, and Larry Williams’ “Dizzy Miss Lizzy.”
  Nomad has several prior solo acoustic and full band CDs available for 
both purchase and to hear on Spotify and iTunes. After you listen to All One, 
you’ll want to hear more of his talents.
  Pete Sardon



A L B U M  R E V I E W
RICHARD RAY FARRELL & THE LEISURE MEN
Life Of Leisure
Nubia Records

It’s been quoted that Richard Ray Farrell’s 
favorite saying is, “Blues won’t ever die 

because it’s not a fad, it’s a way of life.” Having 
traveled to Paris in the mid-‘70s and learning 
blues harp from Sugar Blue, Farrell added 
guitar, vocals, and songwriting to his skills as 
he traveled and toured musically throughout 
Europe returning to the USA at the start of the 
millennium. 
  Life Of Leisure begins with his counting out 
“Uno, dos, tres...” as it is recorded in Spain 

with his Leisure Men: Troy Nahumko and brothers Pablo and Sergio Bareq 
on guitar, bass, and drums. One gem is Sonny Boy Williamson II’s “Please 
Forgive.” As the harp begins, close your eyes and the entire song sounds like 
it’s been resurrected from the 1956 Chess vaults with the ghosts of Sonny Boy 
and Robert Lockwood Jr. replicating the sounds heard on this cut.
  Farrell has chosen his musicians well as there are YouTube clips of the 
Bareq brothers backing the late James Harman. It doesn’t indicate whether 
Farrell or Nahumko is playing slide guitar on “Build Myself A Cabin” as Farrell 
is credited with vocals, harp, guitar, and seven of the eleven writing credits, 
but it doesn’t matter, it’s a driving song and enhanced by this feature. Digging 
deep into an almost the ten minute “So Sad At Day Break,” Farrell slows things 
down with a lament that is sponsored by sweet blues guitar phrasing between 
each sentence and then punctuated via sad and soulful drawn out harp notes. 
He emotes, “The blues come down so hard, it hurt my head to think.” It is said 
to write about what you know and, if that’s the case, I hope that life situations 
improve for Farrell based on these lyrics. His vocals are strong and well-
phrased and retain the aura of blues men past and present.
  Life Of Leisure is available for purchase on CD as well as Amazon Music 
and this eleven song blues recording is well worth a listen. As they say in 
Spain, “Disfrutar de” (Enjoy!)
  Pete Sardon
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“The Love Light Orchestra is lightning in a bottle.”  - Scott Barretta, Living Blues
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WILDCAT O’HALLORAN 
Here Lies A Fool
Self-release 

The ‘Cat’s latest album again showcases his guitar 
expertise and lyrical humor, along with a talented 

back-up band featuring Emily Duff on saxophone and 
a quartet of ladies (the Straight to the Top Singers) on 
back up vocals. New England-based Wildcat O’Halloran 
is a prolific songwriter and recording artist, although 
the band’s wild live shows are extremely popular with 
the party crowd, especially in Western Massachusetts, 
his home turf. 
  Here Lies A Fool is his 17th album, and it’s as lively as 
ever. The ten tracks include three quirky, unconventional 
originals, four blues classics, and a cool version of 

James Brown’s “Livin’ In America.” O’Halloran usually 
throws a couple of surprise tunes into the mix, and this album is no exception, with Aretha 
Franklin’s “Jump To It.” The entire record pulsates with O’Halloran’s powerful guitar licks, 
which alone are enough to make this record a winner. Add to that his clever, funny lyrics, 
Duff’s sax, and the strong rhythm section of Jerry Jeff Siiru and Chet Pasek on bass and 
drums and you’ve got a hit.
  The opener, “Blind Love” by Dickey Betts of the Allman Brothers and Don Johnson 
of Miami Vice fame, is a good bluesy shuffle to kickoff the album with a one-two punch of 
guitar and sax. The funky “Livin’ In America” takes the Godfather of Soul’s shouted list of 
big cities to a new level by tossing in the obscure Massachusetts town of Shutesbury to the 
mix. O’Halloran plays a lot of shows around that area, and it made me chuckle. The title 
track (that title alone is funny as it’s depicted on the album cover as Wildcat’s epitaph on 
his gravestone) is a self-deprecating original with an up-tempo Latin beat. 
  “Coltrane At The Bar” another original is, as expected, a jazzy, laid back original 
showcasing Duff on sax. “Buy A Dog” is a hilarious original that gives advice to an unfaithful 
girlfriend who finds herself with no friends, with lines like this: “If you kissed a prince/he’d 
turn into a toad.” 
  Blues classics “40 Days,” made famous by Muddy Waters, and “Outskirts Of Town” are 
handled traditionally, while “See See Rider” speeds up to a more modern sound, especially 
with the addition of Duff’s sax. Willie Dixon’s blues classic “Spoonful” is done acoustically 
with O’Halloran on resonator and smooth vocals by Merrill Shepard, a member of the 
back-up singers. Aretha’s “Jump To It” has some of O’Halloran’s best hard hitting guitar, 
and the back-up singers enhance the disco-funky favorite. O’Halloran has been rocking 
audiences for 30 years, and this latest recording gives us something to look forward to 
when live shows abound once again.
  Karen Nugent
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
AVEY GROUWS BAND 
Tell Tale Heart
Navy House Records

An alternative title for the new album by the 
Avey Grouws Band could be “From Potent To 

Poignant.” This deft quintet from the Quad Cities 
region, where Illinois meets Iowa, took advantage 
of unavoidable downtime during the Covid-19 
pandemic to fashion their sophomore album. The 
ten songs, all originals, were written by singer Jeni 
Grouws and guitarist Chris Avey, and span a range 
from pure blues to rock to pop to a hint of country. 
Powerhouse vocalist Grouws and sizzling six 
string slinger Avey are accompanied by the agile 
rhythm trio of drummer Bryan West, bassist Randy 
Leasman, and keyboardist Nick Vasquez.

  “Love Raining Down” jump-starts the set; it’s a pile-driving rocker with 
thrumming bass. Next, “There For Me,” an appreciation for the support of a lover or 
friend, mines the pop genre, with a vibe reminiscent of tunes by 1980s Fleetwood 
Mac. The same vibe, but with the opposite message – frustration with a lover – is 
evoked in “Hanging Around,” which gives Vasquez some quality time on organ and 
has some juicy overdubbed harmony vocals by Grouws. In between the latter two 
tracks is “Bad, Bad Year,” a shuffle lamenting the stresses of the pandemic; Avey 
introduces it with some stinging guitar work and later provides a stirring solo.
  Confirming its versatility, AGB segues into the slow blues of the title tune, 
Grouws displaying her formidable vocal talent. Then comes an abrupt shift: the seven-
minute long instrumental “Mariana,” a showcase for Avey’s manifold proficiency on 
guitar. The slow tempo is filled with soaring single notes and explorations of far-out 
sonic realms. Another reviewer compared it to a Pink Floyd number; it brings to my 
mind works by guitarists Jimi Hendrix, Carlos Santana, Jimmy Thackery, Lindsey 
Buckingham, Ronnie Earl, and others. Excessive but impressive!
  Another stylistic jolt follows, the acoustic “Daylight” with a slight country flavor 
and some of Grouws’ most sublime singing. Then Avey and the rhythm section find a 
nice shuffle groove on “Heart’s Playing Tricks,” followed by the funky “We’re Gonna 
Roll.” The set ends by rocking out with “Eye To Eye,” Avey and Grouws effectively 
sharing vocals in what sounds like a modification of the Rolling Stones’ “Start Me 
Up.” It’s a decidedly upbeat conclusion to an album that deserves praise and repeat 
listening.
– Dan Stevens 



RACKY THOMAS & THE TRAVELIN’ MEDICINE BAND REVIVAL SHOW
Good Medicine
Self-release

Ain’t nothin’ like a good dose of spirituality on a 
Sunday morning, and Boston-based Racky 

Thomas and his band of talented musicians deliver 
all you need on this uplifting album. The 11 tracks, 
including five traditional songs and one Thomas 
original, are based on his popular brunch shows 
started several years ago with a residency at a British 
Beer Co. pub.
  Consisting of a small combo with Mudcat Ward 
on bass, Matt McCabe on piano, and Mike Avery on 
drums, the show developed – and traveled – into a 
continuing Sunday gig at the Jasper Hill Cafe in Millis, 
Mass. It’s a larger ensemble which now includes 

Boston fiddler Ilana Katz Katz, known for busking in Boston’s subway and handing out 
homemade cookies, keyboardist John Juxo, who also contributes on accordion, guitarist 
Pete Henderson, and Tony Schultz on shaker and maracas.
  At Jasper Hill, the band continued to build an audience and developed its sound by 
incorporating blues, gospel, boogie-boogie, and touches of country, with Thomas skillfully 
handling vocals, harp and guitar.
  Thomas said Ward turned him onto some Hank Williams gospel tunes, which were 
added to the repertoire, and this album showcases those, along with influences from 
Mississippi John Hurt on “Louis Collins” (about a murder,) Woodie Guthrie, for the opener 
“Hard Travelin’,” and Townes Van Zandt’s “White Freight Liner Blues” and “Two Hands.”
  One of the best tunes on the disc is Thomas’s original, “Midnight Train” (in this case, 
there IS a midnight train) with Thomas’ vocals backed by the wonderful trio of Shavonne 
Moore, Carrie Johnson, and Traci Ross. Other standouts are the moving, traditional 
songs: “Eyes On The Prize,” “Goin’ Home,” an upbeat tune (OK, it does mention possibly 
being hanged when he gets home,) the Latin influenced “Mary Don’t You Weep,” and the 
upbeat “When That First Trumpet Sounds.”
  “Goin’ Home” features great guitar, plus cool fiddlin’ by Katz Katz, who also shines 
on the Guthrie opener. “Mary Don’t You Weep,” with its historical lyrics (“Pharaoh’s army 
got drowned”) has a beautiful ethereal feel, with more terrific keyboard action. We are 
treated to a real, come-to-Jesus-meeting in Van Zandt’s “Two Hands,” and a catchy 
accordion solo in “Nails In My Coffin.” written by country musician Jerry Irby. The slow 
and mellow “White Freight Liner Blues,” also by Van Zandt, showcases Katz Katz’s talent 
again, along with Thomas’ vocals. 
  The disc ends with a minimalist version of Fats Domino’s “Walkin’ To New Orleans,” 
with just Thomas singing and Juxo on accordion. The record is perfect for a laid back 
Sunday, or any day when you need risin’ up.
  Karen Nugent

A L B U M  R E V I E W
JOHN MAYALL
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MOTOR CITY JOSH & THE BIG 3
Finding A New Gear
Sound Shop Studio

If you’re anywhere near Detroit looking for a fun, 
goodtime band, check out Motor City Josh & The 

Big 3. If you can’t book them, this album is a very 
good substitute. The first time through, Finding A 
New Gear seemed a little hokey, or maybe uber-
clichéd, trying just a little too hard to be witty. That 
was a misjudgment.
  Since the second listening, this set has seldom 
been out of my car’s CD player. Because, in fact, 
these tunes take the commonplace and the cliché, 
and transform them into endearing refrains and 
unapologetic, UN-sophisticated consequence. It’s 

an amalgam, and a tribute to astute, down-to-earth sayings you’ve heard your entire 
life – blended together with solid rocking, sometimes searing guitar and easy-on-
the-ears vocals from Josh Ford, with his skintight Big 3 – Johnny Rhoades, guitar/
vocals, Chris Smith, bass/vocals, and Todd Glass, drums.
  Song titles leave little imagination as to a tune’s theme, with tongue-in-cheek, 
yet poignant renderings like “Getting Old Sucks,” “Big Girl,” “Take My Advice (I 
Never Use It),” and “If You Ain’t Having Fun (It’s Your Own Damn Fault).” Splendid 
performances by Ford’s band captivate your attention, aided at times by outstanding 
backing sax and brass accompaniment. The title track, “I Was Born Ready,” “I’m 
On Fire,” and “I Got That Friday Feeling” feature first-class guitar work that expertly 
drives the upbeat, let’s party messages.
  This is, front-to-back, an excellent collection, ten tracks but only 34 minutes. 
My favorites are the only two not written by Ford and wife Stacia. They recall the 
glory days of Stax or Atlantic. First is “Don’t Let The Green Grass Fool You” (a giant 
hit for Wilson Pickett); the second is an exceptional “That’s How Strong My Love Is” 
(a monster hit for Otis Redding). IMO, the latter can compete for best soul anthem, 
ever – and Ford’s band covers it superbly. 
  Little known west of the Mississippi, this is Ford’s 13th album since 1994. They 
used to tour extensively, but slowed down the last five years, while Ford spent time 
with his kids and devoted energy to his Sound Shop Studio. It’s become a much-
desired recording destination, receiving the Detroit Music Award for Outstanding 
Record Producer in 2021.
– Dan D. Harrell
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B O O K  R E V I E W
The Blues Dream Of Billy Boy Arnold
by Billy Boy Arnold with Kim Field
University of Chicago Press

The Blues Dream Of Billy Boy Arnold w/Kim Field is culled from two years 
of interviews that Field started as a result meeting Arnold and coaxing a 

book out of his miraculous story, spanning seven decades of Chicago Blues. 
Arnold just turned 86 in 2021, and his interest began during the Bluebird 
Records era (when he took lessons from Sonny Boy Williamson at 12 years 
old), continued thru the Chess Records era( where he recorded with Bo 
Diddley and came up with that moniker)and was there  in the sixties during 
the Blues Resurgence when his brother Jerome was bassist for the early 
integrated Paul Butterfield Blues Band. Arnold has recorded albums on many 
labels of late including Alligator, Blind Pig, and Electro-Fi.
  This author has been friends with Arnold since 1992 and knows 
Arnold’s inflections and way of speech very well. Thus, I can testify that 
Arnold’s voice inhabits these pages. I’ve heard many of these stories from 
him but also reading them in chronological order is a revelation. Arnold’s 
memory is a feat unmatched in people half his age. He remembers phone 
numbers and addresses from the 1940s. He’s very much a historian in that 
he’s aware of the sociological facts of African-American life in Chicago thru all 

these different eras, whether it’s zoning restrictions for blacks buying homes, police practices of the era, 
Jim Crow in the South, etc.
  Arnold also knows the ins and outs of the recording industry practices spanning from Leonard 
Chess or Vee-Jay Records to the modern day demise of the business. Same goes for the icons of Chicago 
Blues who Arnold met and got to know – Big Bill Broonzy, Sonny Boy Williamson, Blind John Davis, Muddy 
Waters, Little Walter, Howlin’ Wolf, Elmore James, and of course, his early partner, Ellis McDaniels, aka 
Bo Diddely. In between these icons are many other reminisces of friends like Earl Hooker, Jody Williams, 
Junior Wells, Otis Rush, James Cotton, Butterfield, The Aces, Jimmy Rogers, Otis Spann, Syl Johnson, 
Charlie Musselwhite, Big Joe Williams, Memphis Slim, and so many more.
  The overall picture of the Heyday Of Blues in Chicago is magnificent as Arnold is one of the few who 
grew up there compared to many of his compatriots who migrated from the Deep South, giving him a long 
range view of city life as a child. Arnold’s memories of that world, street games, listening to Sonny Boy play 
on the phone thru an amp in the late forties at a club, seeing the original Muddy Water’s band at 708 Club 
or Elmore James at Sylvios in late ‘50s are like being there.
  U.K. rock/blues bands picked up on Arnold’s records on Vee-Jay early, as Eric Clapton’s first group, 
the Yardbirds recorded “ I Wish You Would” and “ Ain’t Got You” as their first recordings with Clapton. David 
Bowie, The Animals, The Groundhogs, The Sweet, The Blues Brothers, The Blasters, Charlie Musselwhite, 
and many other greats have included his material on their records.
  Arnold began visiting Europe by the 1970s as a result of this interest. At the same time, Arnold held 
various jobs in those decades, from bus driver to parole officer, but he always played harp and sang or 
wrote songs. His devotion to blues has never wavered thru it all. Arnold was similar to Little Walter in his 
ability to write blues that fit a popular style with young people, hence he was able to tour with acts like Fat 
Domino in the ‘50s. What is so impressive about his viewpoint is his ability to see the whole spectrum of 
blues without his ego getting in the way of assessing the entire Chicago Blues scene from an insiders point 
of view.
  Arnold’s most recent recordings stand up strongly as a compliment to this book, especially his 
last few on Electro-Fi, his tribute to Big Bill Broonzy, Billy Boy Sings Bill Bill Broonzy, and his tribute to 
his mentor Sonny Boy Williamson, Billy Boy Sings Sonny Boy. These records are a testament to Arnold’s 
ability to sing a lost style of blues from the forties, a melding of country and city blues that no one can 
duplicate but Arnold.
  This book is an extremely fascinating read. Add to that that Arnold is as avid a fan of the music as 
Field or myself, and it’s doubly a great book! Long live, Billy Boy Arnold, the ageless wonder!
– Mark Hummel



B O O K  R E V I E W
WHO IS BLUES VOL. 2
By Vincent Abbate
Full disclosure: Vincent Abbate has been a Senior Editor for Blues Music Magazine since 2013. 

Word counts are the bane of every writer’s and editor’s existence. As a 
writer, I face that challenge every time I put pen to paper (or fingers to 

keys). As an editor, I must constantly give those limiting word count numbers 
to my writers. I know the feeling when you are given 30 minutes to interview 
a subject and that talk turns into 90 minutes. Or when the subject calls you 
back a day later to continue that important conversation. That talk, when 
transcribed, can be well over 7,000 words. But a typical print feature might 
only need 1,500 words. To the credit of Vincent and many other talented 
writers, they are able to distill those thousands and thousands of words into 
a compelling and in-depth 1,500 word piece. 
 After his first Volume of Who Is Blues, the compact biography of Doug 
MacLeod, Vincent has produced in Who Is Blues, Vol. 2 is the full detailed 
transcriptions of 15 of his most important interviews. Here, as both writer 
and editor, Vincent can ignore the editor’s red pen and provide readers with 
a complete look into the subject’s struggles, achievements, and concerns. 

  His sit-downs run the gamut from the legendary, B.B. King and Bobby Rush, to today’s youngest 
blues stars, Samantha Fish and Quinn Sullivan. In between, he explores all facets of the music and the 
business with seasoned veterans like Tommy Castro, Paul deLay, John Mooney, Walter Trout, Ronnie 
Baker Brooks, and others. 
 The book kicks off with Vincent’s 2000 interview with the Holmes Brothers and flows in 
chronological order to his most recent 2020 interview with Walter Trout. In between he shares talks with 
Dave Gonzalez, Paul deLay, John Mooney, B.B. King, Sue Foley, Terry Evans, Bobby Rush, Tommy 
Castro, Josh Smith, Ronnie Baker Brooks, Quinn Sullivan, Watermelon Slim, Samantha Fish, and 
Walter Trout. 
  Each profile begins with Vincent’s dated recollections of the meeting followed by his Q&A. Some 
of those introductory memories are simple insights into what every writer faces before or during an 
interview with performers or artists. With King, Vincent describes the 20–minute limit he was given 
for the interview and its slow “Yes” and “No” start (something all writers dread!). Until, however, when 
Vincent hits that magical moment with, “Tell me about Beale Street when you arrived there in 1947.” 
Then King opens up with vivid details of Memphis for the next EIGHT pages!
 Bobby Rush tells tales of his days as a young artist in Chicago in the 1950s meeting with 
the genre’s creative giants and, from his perspective, where the blues is headed today. Walter Trout 
discusses his survival during the 2020 pandemic, his family, his songwriting, and his near death liver 
transplant in 2014. Ronnie Baker Brooks, as a true child of the blues, addresses growing up in a home 
with his blues legend father, Lonnie Brooks. Sue Foley offers her mother and woman’s perspective to 
one’s artistic journey. Quinn Sullivan paints an intimate picture of Buddy Guy. And Watermelon Slim’s 
ten pages offer those unique personal insights that are essential for the blues to resonate.
  I have interviewed 2/3rds of these subjects and found myself captivated by the stories they told 
Vincent that were new to me. That addresses the point that a good journalist (and Vincent claims he is 
a fan, not a journalist) understands how to peel back the layers to find the core of the subject’s journey. 
 Most interesting to me are the accounts by each musician of the influences of their mentors. The 
naming of those legends who have preceded each, yet passed along essential advice about artistic 
survival or creation, is the most important element of each talk, for that keeps those musical giants alive. 
  Upon finishing the reading of any of these 15 musicians, one comes away with the feeling that 
we also were at the table, on the phone, or in the green room nodding and smiling.
– Art Tipaldi
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